26th March 2020
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Integral Announces Investment in T-Garden Co., Ltd.
Integral Corporation and its related funds (collectively called “Integral”) are pleased to announce
that they have acquired shares of T-Garden Co., Ltd. (T-Garden) from its current shareholders by way
of share transfer.
T-Garden is a market pioneer in the steadily growing colored contact lenses market and runs a
business that plans and sells colored contact lenses and other cosmetic products. By consistently
releasing big hit brands such as “AngelColor,” which was released back in 2005 and still is very
popular, “loveil,” and “FLANMY.” T-Garden has driven growing and shaping today’s colored contact
lenses market as the market leader. T-Garden plans to further expand its business by making use of its
excellent marketing know-hows and taking advantage of its solid relationships with business partners
built upon its sales track records.
The current President and Representative Director, Tatsuyuki Fumikura, will continue to lead the
business as the Chairman and Representative Director while the current Director, Shinya Yamamoto,
will take over as the President and Representative Director. They will continue to lead the company
to achieve their corporate vision of “Becoming a company that assists “Wish to Become.””
Integral, together with the management and employees of T-Garden, will make use of “i-Engine,”
which is a management support function, and business networks to achieve further growth and
expansion of T-Garden’s business through developing its overseas business, strengthening ecommerce business, and executing other management plans.
Please Contact Integral for Additional Information
10F, Grand Tokyo South Tower, 1-9-2 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo Japan 100-6610
Integral Corporation / Integral Partners Corporation
Tel：+81-3-6212-6100

FAX：+81-3-6212-6099

URL：https://www.integralkk.com/en-home/

About Integral
Integral (Representative Directors: Nobuo Sayama and Reijiro Yamamoto) was founded in
September 2007 as an independent Japanese private equity company investing in listed and unlisted
companies in Japan. “Integral” stands for “integral calculus – accumulation over time” meaning that
the company will strive to establish a relationship of highest trust with the management of invested
companies and will aim to accumulate the highest wisdom over time. Integral makes equity
investments from a long-range perspective through its unique “hybrid investment” approach, utilizing
both principal and fund money for investment. Subsequent to investment, Integral will provide optimal
support in terms of management and finance through the “i-Engine” corporate value enhancement
team and will collaborate with the invested company sharing the same objectives and time horizon
and seeing eye-to-eye with its management. Integral aspires to be a trusted investment fund,
contributing to society through the success of the invested companies.

